Scriptless Mobile App Testing Made Easy
Data-Driven Test Creation and Maintenance for Mobile

Mobile applications are pervasive across enterprises today. Access to core business functions via a mix of mobile
devices and platforms provides ease and flexibility to the end user. As mobile apps continue to proliferate, the
ability to test functionality and integration between mobile apps and backend systems becomes increasingly
complex. So how can you extend application testing to validate all the options available?
TurnKey cFactory™ Mobile can help. This software gives you tools to speed mobile app testing and increase test
coverage across platforms, versions and devices. In addition, cFactory™ Mobile bridges the gap between traditional and mobile solutions so you get powerful, yet simplified end-to-end test management.

End-to-End Testing, from Desktop
to Mobile

Dynamic Test Creation and
Maintenance

Secure, Comprehensive Testing
Across Devices

cFactory™ Mobile offers the same
advanced capabilities that customers
expect with TurnKey’s Scriptless
Testing. The software helps to
automate each stage of the testing
process and extends support from
traditional applications to mobile. QA
teams can test concurrently across all
applications and platforms to easily
validate communication between
the various systems. And since the
software is built on HP ALM, you get
powerful and seamless testing across
your business.

Unlike traditional test automation
solutions, cFactory™ Mobile allows
you to quickly create a library of test
components for easy customization and
reuse. Test flows work in much the
same way as manual testing today, so
adoption is fast and easy. And as
applications change, users can update
test sets easily with a few clicks of the
mouse. No more dealing with
complicated scripts. Your teams can
auto-create and auto-update test sets
using a more comprehensive and agile
testing framework.

When it comes to mobile testing,
the ability to test on actual devices
increases speed and accuracy. Mobile
Labs Trust™ enables cFactory™ Mobile
to provide comprehensive testing for
iPhone®, iPad®, Android™ phones and
tablets. It also enables remote management of devices, with test tracking and
monitoring for a healthier and more
stable test environment. The private
mobile device cloud keeps applications
secure and enables 24x7 remote access
to all devices.

Testing…as easy as 1-2-3

TurnKey cFactory™ Mobile, Mobile Labs Trust™, and HP ALM oﬀer Scriptless Test Automation
across the enterprise.
A Single Testing Platform for Your Business
Tightly coupled with HP ALM, cFactory™ Mobile supports the most comprehensive list
of technologies and platforms on the market today. This means you can validate
entire end-to-end business processes—including mobile apps—and test solutions that
span multiple systems and technologies, all within a single testing platform.

Auto-Create: Simply click through
your application screens as the
software builds test components for
easy customization and reuse. These
components can be dragged and
dropped together to create test flows
and fully automate an entire
end-to-end business process.
Data-Driven: Using a true datadriven architecture, the software
analyzes test data and automatically
creates test flows to test all business
scenarios. This helps to maximize test
coverage, giving you the fewest
number of test sets that you need to
create and maintain.

Mobile Testing Components
• cFactory™ Mobile Scriptless Testing Software–automated, BPT component generator
that works with any application supported by UFT.
• Mobile Labs deviceConnect™–private mobile cloud delivers 24x7 secure, remote
device access.
• Mobile Labs Trust™–HP UFT plug-in allows you to build test cases for native apps,
hybrid apps and mobile web sites.
• HP ALM–unified application lifecycle management software that helps you to define,
build, test and deliver quality, enterprise applications

Auto-Maintain: As applications
change, cFactory™ automatically
identifies these changes and allows
you to view and apply updates across
all your test sets and data. Visual cues
walk you through the process so you
can make updates with a simple click
of the mouse.

> Accelerate time to market
> Lower costs in test creation and maintenance
> Extend test coverage to minimize business risk
> Meet the demands of a dynamic agile environment
Let us show you how…schedule a live demo today! Contact sales@turnkeysolutions.com
For more information on TurnKey Solutions and its products, visit twww.turnkeysolutions.com
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